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David and the Grumpy King
David and the Grumpy King, the hotly anticipated 5th book in the Young David
Series of picturebooks by independent publisher, Crafty Publishing, is now
available to stock.
In this new adventure in the life of David, the shepherd boy is spending the
summer holiday with his best friend Jonathan under the supervision of the
Prophet Samuel. All goes well until King Saul comes home and discovers that
the lad has been anointed as the next king of Israel …
In this age-appropriate retelling of the Bible story of when Saul tries to kill
David with a spear when he is playing the harp, children learn about the
faithfulness of God, the value of friendship and the need to forgive our
enemies.
What others have to say about the Young David series:
“A wonderful introduction into the early life of one of the Bible’s great heroes.
Insightful writing and fantastic illustrations.” Geoff Brown, Scripture Union
“The Young David books are delightfully eye-catching. The series draws
children into an understanding of God’s work in David’s life beyond his
encounter with Goliath. The author writes imaginatively but always in a way
that opens up scriptural truth. It thrills me to see the younger generation
excited by God’s word – Young David books help that happen.” Revd Canon
Paul Harris – writer/poet/broadcaster, former Mission and Evangelism
Director of Evangelical Alliance UK.
“Imaginative, funny, clear and with a simple but perfect message for the target
age group. My daughter (aged 7) is worried about a drama exam coming up,
but she prayed for courage just like David in the book and said straight away
that she felt braver. I publish Christian books for grown-ups; if I did children's
books I'd be keen on taking this on.” David Maloney, DLT Publishers.
Author Fiona Veitch Smith and illustrator, Amy Barnes, have been working on
the series for three years. The books are stocked in Christian and
independent bookshops throughout the country and available to young
readers around the world through online bookshops. And now they are also
launching a line of interactive apps where the books can be read and played
with on iPads and iPhones.
The first book in the series, David and the Hairy Beast, started out as an
illustrated children’s talk at the church that both Amy and Fiona attend –
Heaton Baptist in Newcastle upon Tyne. It went down so well with the children
and parents that they decided to publish it as a book. This was the first title for

Crafty Publishing, which, nearly three years later, has also expanded into
general fiction for adults. www.craftypublishing.com
David and the Giant, the third book in the series, is currently listed in the
Speaking Volumes Catalogue of recommended books for libraries.
All of the Young David books are 32pp paperbacks with full-colour illustrations
and retail at £5.99. There is a sliding scale of discount according to volume
ordered. Free P&P for 5 or more units.
David and the Hairy Beast ISBN 9780956914101
David and the Kingmaker ISBN9780956914118
David and the Giant ISBN 9780956914132
David and the Lonely Prince ISBN 9780956914156
David and the Grumpy King ISBN 9780956914187
For more information contact Fiona at:
admin@craftypublishing.com
077 5135 8919

Caption 1: Amy Barnes (L) and Fiona Veitch Smith (R ) with their new
picturebook, David and the Grumpy King.

Caption 2: David and the Grumpy King, published by Crafty Publishing, is the
fifth book in the increasingly popular Young David Series.

